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A colourful heartbeat to remember 

The vibrant colour, fun and rhythm of the Nineties are etched in everyone's memory. Few places tell that 
story better than the brightly multicultural city of Berlin, whose heartbeat has brought great inspiration to 
many of the most creative people in recent decades. Designer Marina Hoermanseder calls it home and is 
back with her second collaboration with Swiss watchmaker Rado, an exuberant 80-hour-reserve automatic 
that proudly celebrates the creative pulse she shares with that city, historical hub of diversity and energy. 
This unique, new variant of the Captain Cook brings Marina's dance-happy step to the product line, with a 
rainbow of precious stones, PVD-finished contrasts, that famous box-shaped sapphire crystal and, of 
course, those unmistakeable Marina Hoermanseder straps. At the centre of the new watch, a very original 
second hand ticks away the time in stylish playfulness, as both the image of a heartbeat and Marina's own 
signature. Delightful. 

The new Rado Captain Cook x Marina Hoermanseder Heartbeat is a clear invitation to celebrate all that 
everyone loves about Berlin's Kreuzberg district and uniqueness in all things. Highlighting that fascinating 
rhythm that keeps us all alive and its distant cousin, the ultra-precise modern automatic movement, the 
new watch features a colourful rainbow of eight precious stones and applied indices, to decorate a bright 
and expressive dial whose surface echoes the white high-tech ceramic insert in its rotating bezel. The 
latter's laser-engraved, gold-coloured metallised markers and numerals add the perfect accompaniment to 
the polished yellow-gold-coloured PVD coating of the stainless steel case and bezel. The dial and gold-
coloured moving-anchor symbol with silver-coloured backplate, dark grey Rado and Captain Cook logos 
are guarded behind that exquisite box-shaped sapphire crystal well-known to Captain Cook product lovers. 
The crystal is treated with antireflective coating on both faces and the hour/minute hands with white Super-
LumiNova®, to maximise readability. 

Inside, as to enhance all that originality with a touch of serious watchmaking precision, a Rado R763 
automatic movement with 25 jewels, three hands and date window at 3 o'clock keeps things in order. Its 
NivachronTM anti-magnetic hairspring gives the timepiece 80 hours of power reserve, adjusted for five 
positions. An additional sapphire crystal glass on the screw-down case back allows curious watch lovers 
to marvel at the heartbeat workings of this deeply original Marina Hoermanseder X version of the Captain 
Cook, also water-resistant to 10 bar (100m). The watch is supplied with three different bracelet/strap 
possibilities. The first is a rice-grain type, polished/brushed yellow-gold-colour PVD-coated stainless steel 
bracelet with a polished stainless steel triple-fold clasp. An additional black double-length leather (with 
embossed alligator motif) NATO strap equipped with Marina's trademark buckle in yellow-gold-colour PVD-
coated stainless steel. Another black standard-length leather strap is also included, with the same 
embossed alligator-motif surface, and a yellow-gold-colour PVD-coated stainless steel pin-buckle. The 
watch is delivered in a handsome Marina Hoermanseder-branded black pouch. 

About Marina Hoermanseder 
Marina Hoermanseder founded her Berlin-based label in 2013. Since then, the French-Austrian designer's 
work has shown bold, innovative character combining high artisanal sophistication and eccentric yet 
elegant designs. 
The designer's career began with a successful internship at Alexander McQueen and her designs have 
since attracted attention at various Fashion Weeks around Europe. Item by item, Marina Hoermanseder 
has become a favourite for many Hollywood celebrities, with Katy Perry, Lady Gaga, Kylie Jenner, Paris 
Hilton, Nicki Minaj and others wearing her designs. Her great skill at playing between the avant-garde and 
ready-to-wear attitudes is unique, and sure to continue driving her extravagant aesthetic forward, in years 
to come. www.marinahoermanseder.com 

http://www.marinahoermanseder.com/
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Rado Captain Cook x Marina Hoermanseder Heartbeat 
 

 

 
Ref. R32117708 
 
Movement Rado calibre R763, automatic, 25 jewels, 3 hands, date at 3 o’clock, 80-hour power reserve, 

Nivachron™ hairspring, exceeds standard test requirements from 3 to 5 positions for higher 
accuracy 

 
Case Polished yellow gold coloured PVD coated stainless steel case 

Polished yellow gold coloured PVD coated stainless steel turning bezel with polished white 
high-tech ceramic bezel insert with laser engraved yellow gold coloured metallised numbers 
and markers 
Polished yellow gold coloured PVD coated stainless steel crown 
Box-shaped sapphire crystal with anti-reflective coating on both faces 
Polished stainless steel screw-down case back with sapphire crystal 
Water-resistant to 10 bar (100m) 

 
Dial White, yellow gold coloured applied indexes with white Super-LumiNova®, jubilé 

8 rainbow stones 125/130, full cut, eye clean, 0.073 carat (blue sapphire, light blue 
aquamarine, green tsavorite, yellow sapphire, orange sapphire, red spinel, pink sapphire, 
violet sapphire) 
Yellow gold coloured moving anchor symbol with silver coloured backplate 
Dark grey printed Rado and Captain Cook logos 
Yellow gold coloured flange 

 
Hands  Yellow gold coloured with white Super-LumiNova® 

Yellow gold coloured second hand with Marina Hoermanseder heartbeat logo 
 
Bracelet/Strap EasyClip system 

Polished and brushed yellow gold coloured PVD coated stainless steel, rice grain type, 
polished stainless steel 3-fold clasp, yellow gold coloured PVD coated stainless steel cover 
Additional black double length leather NATO strap with stamped alligator pattern with 
Marina’s trademark buckle in yellow gold coloured PVD coated stainless steel 
Additional black leather strap with stamped alligator pattern, yellow gold coloured PVD 
coated stainless steel pin buckle 

 
Dimensions 37.0 x 43.1 x 11.1 (WxLxH in mm) 

https://www.rado.watch/marina-hoermanseder/heartbeat

